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Chapter 1441 Yuntian Auction
The three of them don’t need to look back, they all know who is talking behind them.
Li Nianyi.
Li Nianyi still had some bandages wrapped around his body at the moment, and his face was still
bruised and swollen, not at all touching his usual handsome appearance.
He walked slowly in front of Wiliam and the others, looking at Wiliam playfully.
When Li Nianyi woke up, he felt shameless to face the elders who cared for him at home.
After all, people who can’t even pick up the blood crystals are scum.
But when I heard later, although Wiliam picked up the blood crystal of the earth bone, he also forged
the bone.
However, there was no success in forging bones, and there was no breakthrough even in the realm.
Upon hearing this message, Li Nianyi felt relieved and finally felt balanced.
Found a bottom.
Of course, I feel proud that my realm can continue to suppress this kid.
As for the fact that the ancient bones and blood crystals were abused, Li Nianyi didn’t feel anything.
After all, what he can’t get, ruined is the best ending.
“Why? Don’t you dare to speak? Or do you speak with a face?” Seeing that the three of Wiliam didn’t
speak, Li Nian was full of complacency.
As for why the three of them didn’t speak.
Wiliam and the two twin sisters glanced at them, and there was only one meaning in their eyes.
Ugliness brings trouble.
Too lazy to say.
The three of them moved forward and wanted to continue to move forward.

Li Nianyi stepped in front of them one step after another, and said, “Escape can’t solve any problems
hahaha. Where are you going? Oh, now in a while, the Yuntian auction will begin, you kid, isn’t it? Want
to go to the auction?”
Wiliam smiled slightly now, nodded and said, “You really got it right, I have had a long experience in
the past.”
Li Nianyi suddenly laughed, as if he heard some weird news, “Long knowledge? I heard it wrong? I think
you were shameful in the past, right? That place, the people who can go are not rich. That is expensive,
at least you have to have money in your hand. Are you rich? I’m afraid that you won’t even be able to
get in.”
Wiliam smiled and said, “What kind of money can I have when I just came here?”
Li Nian raised the corner of his mouth and suddenly said strangely: “Hahahaha, if you ask me, I can take
you there. Because I happen to be going to the auction to buy some cultivating treasures back.”
“Oh? Are you rich?” Wiliam asked back.
Li Nianyi suddenly reached out his pocket and took out a delicate bag.
The bag is swollen and full of things.
He shook the bag in front of Wiliam, and said with a smile: “Did you see it? One hundred Tianshan
Spirit Crystals.”
After he finished speaking, he waited to see Wiliam’s envious eyes.
But Wiliam looked blank, and looked at Wen Ren’s heart, “A hundred spirit crystals, are there many?”
He is not fake, he is really at a loss.
The first time I arrived, I really don’t know if there are more or less one hundred spirit crystals.
But Li Nianyi thought that this kid was deliberately taunting him.
There was a trace of unhappiness on his face, and he coldly snorted: “Do you dare to think too little?
Ignorant fellow! This is all the savings I came here, plus the awards from the sect and the elders. Is
there a crystal?” , !
Wiliam shook his head, “There are none of them.”
“Pauper!” Li Nian immediately seized the opportunity to curse.
“Bai Lingjing said that it was not too much, and that it was not too much, and it was impossible to buy
anything at the auction, but it might be possible to pick up and buy something at the Tianyun Market,
which is a companion to the auction.” Wen Renqing said in a low voice.
“Let’s go.” Wiliam said lightly, with a bottom in his heart.
It seems that the value of Tianshan Lingjing is still great.
“Ho ho, I said if I want to beg me, I can take you there.” Li Nianyi finally found something to suppress in
front of this kid, how could he give up easily.

But Wen Renqing directly stunned: ” Wiliam has no money, will we have no money? He is holding our
thighs. He needs you to take it? Get out!”
After speaking, he pulled Wiliam strode forward.
Li Nianyi was left messy in the wind.
At the same time almost burst into tears.
by!
This kid has no money!
Forget that this kid has a good relationship with the two princesses!
Why is it so envious and hateful in my heart!
He watched the three of them leave, Wiliam was still huddled in the middle, and Li Nian’s eyes were
red.
Isn’t that the man’s ultimate dream?
He couldn’t help yelling: “You kid! You will be a little boy forever! You have lost all the man’s face!”
But the three of them kept walking, and they didn’t even understand his provocation at all.
He even complained in his heart.
What makes him a little boy.
It’s obviously our sisters holding his thigh.
There is nothing to see, nothing!
Li Nian kept up with them with one heart and one side.
He wanted to see if this kid could do something at the auction.
By the way, let this kid take a look and spend his own money to buy things. This kind of dignity is
something this kid can’t experience in his entire life!
The three of Wiliam knew that Li Nianyi was following them, but they didn’t stop them either.
Just be followed by a dog.
The three soon came to the Yuntian Auction House.
Wiliam looked up, a little surprised.
The scale of Yuntian Auction House is huge.
At this moment, the doorway was already bustling, and many people lined up to get in.

The three of them walked towards a road-colored passage.
As a mysterious seller, Wiliam has contributed so many rare and precious treasures, so there is no
pressure at all to walk through the road.
After entering, I saw two roads on the opposite side.
One straight ahead, inside should be the scene of this auction.
There are two doormen standing by the door, carefully checking the identity of everyone.
And another road leads to the right.
The right side resembles a street, which is already overcrowded.
There are stalls neatly arranged around the street.
Many sellers have begun to shout, let people come to see the treasures on their stalls.
This should be the Yuntian Bazaar that Wenren Qingqing said.
After the auction is over, you can come and have a look.
Maybe you can really miss it.
The three Wiliam walked towards the auction site.
At this time, Li Nianyi took the lead and smiled at the door boy: “Hello, I am Li Nianyi, the outstanding
young generation of Xianghua, you should have heard my name.”
The door boy received a huge amount of reception a day, and no high-ranking nobles had ever seen
him.
He glanced at Li Nian, “Invitation.”
Li Nian’s face became stiff, and he quickly took out the invitation card and handed it to the doorman.
The doorman glanced at him and said, “Go in and find a seat in the last row. Don’t overstep, or we
won’t be responsible for being kicked out.”
last row……
Li Nianyi’s face was even more ugly.
What is so special, the corner with the most horns, worthy of his outstanding talent?
Wenren behind him was so enamored that he couldn’t help but laugh out loud.

